Pink Christmas Tree Ornament
These cute Christmas tree ornaments are so fast and simple to make. Why not try replacing the
pink ribbon with photos of your family members?

Designed by Karen Shady.
Read instructions carefully before starting the project.

Materials:
• Brother ScanNCut machine
• Graphic 45 12 x 12 paper pad - Botanical tea collection
• Cream cardstock
• Pink ribbon template (see end of instructions)
• Foam tape
• Tim Holtz distress ink-Antique linen
NOTE: See the end of the instructions for the ‘pink ribbon’ symbol. Print the image in black,
or a dark colour.

Instructions:

3. Using Antique Linen distress ink and
makeup wedge, ink shadows onto the ribbon
to create a three dimensional look (cover areas
with a sheet of paper to get a sharp edge).
4. Cut 2 x 292mm scalloped borders in cream
cardstock, using your ScanNCut.

1. Place the ribbon image on the scanning
mat, scan to cut data and then save the image
to the usb or machine.

5. Cut a 30cm long x strip of striped patterned
paper, add the scalloped borders to each
edge. Cut a V notch in the bottom as shown.
Ink edges using Antique linen distress ink. Fold
the top third of the bordered strip down and
adhere in place to create a hanging loop.
2. Retrieve the saved ribbon image and cut
using pink spotty paper.

6. Using the pre-set features in the Brother
ScanNCut, cut (check your instruction manual
to set blade depth and cutting pressure):
- 1 (95mm) scalloped circle from cream card
- 1 (85mm) scalloped circle from patterned
paper (ink edges with distress ink)
- 1 (70mm) circle from cream card
7. Fussy cut or direct cut with your ScanNCut
two or three flowers from the patterned paper,
ink edges using distress ink again.

Assembly:
1. Add 3D foam tape to the back of the
cream cardstock scalloped circle, the
cream cardstock circle, and the Pink ribbon
embellishment.
2. Adhere the cream scalloped circle to the
centre of the scalloped strip and then add the
pink scalloped circle on top.
3. Place fussy cut flowers as shown, then top
with the cream cardstock circle.
4. Add your pink ribbon embellishment to
finish.
Congratulations! Your Pink Christmas Tree
Ornament is now finished.

Share your creation on Facebook:
facebook.com/brotheraustralia
Share your creation on Instagram
using #BrotherCreates:
instagram.com/brotheraustralia

Pattern:

